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COOPER, Samuel

London 1609–1672
The celebrated miniaturist also made a small
number of chalk drawings of exceptional
beauty. Norgate includes “the very worthy and
generous” Cooper with Hoskins and the Olivers
among artists practising a certain type of
drawing: “The busines I meane is Crayon, when
it speakes French, but Dry Colours in English.”
He goes on to narrow Cooper’s use of the
medium: “those made by the Gentile Mr Samuel
Cooper with a white and black Chalke upon a
Coloured paper are for likenes, neatnes, and
roundnes a bastanza da fare stupire e maravigliare
ogni acutissimo ingegno.”
It is unclear whether the profile of Hoskins
noted by Vertue as in “cryons” was a chalk
drawing of this kind. The only other indication
that Cooper worked in coloured pastel rests in
the disputed self-portrait in the V&A. Although
accepted by Vertue as his self-portrait, it may be
the same work Vertue previously identified as
by a certain Jackson (q.v.), which may be a
confused reference to John Hoskins Jr. It is
certainly of lesser quality than one might expect
from this artist, but the unfamiliarity of the
medium (possiby exacerbated by subsequent
losses) might explain some of this discrepancy.
Vertue records a copy in crayons of one of
Cooper’s miniatures by Col. James Seymour
(q.v.).
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Pastels
?SELF-PORTRAIT (London, V&A), v. Jackson
Oliver CROMWELL (Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge), v. Faithorne
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John HOSKINS [(c.1590–1665),
miniaturist, uncle of the artist], almost
profile, cryons (Lawrence Cross; sale,
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